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Airshio[e’rshio]
GOLD AND SILVER
I want to have a healthy, happy and long life. I must remember the twins
who were so popular in Japan when I was a college student. Their names
were Kin and Gin and they passed away about 10 years ago at the age of
107 and 108. Kin means gold and Gin means silver in Japanese. They have
such gorgeous names as twins. They became a well known twins right
before turning to 100 years old because they appeared on TV commercial
and people started to love them. They appeared not only commercial but
also many TV programs after that. People called them, "Kin-san, Gin-san."
They had a long, happy, and healthy life because of their positive attitude. I would like to share one of their sayings. They were asked during
an interview after becoming famous and appearing in many TV programs,
commercials, debuting as oldest singers, "How would you like to spend
your money since you earned so much money now?" I guess many had
the same question. They both replied, "I want to save it for my future."
That was my favorite statement. The answer is very positive and cute to
me. They were 100 years old at that time. They said, “Laugh,” “Stay positive,” “Try not to think negative things and think happy things,” and
“Don't forget appreciation even each grain of rice.” They experienced
many hardships such as losing family members, and bad reputations because they didn't have sons in their younger ages; however, they were
able to have a positive, appreciative heart, and will-power through their
life.
My grandmother is healthy and enjoying her life now. She is over 85
years old. She is not negative. In fact I have never heard of her complaints
and seen her angry face. She never speaks ill of and blame others. At
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least I have never heard her say negative comments. She always try not to say bad things on
anybody and anything. She is always calm, so
negative emotion doesn't affect her behavior. I
could notice when my family members talked
to her about their anger or complaints, she just
listened to them actively. She didn't disagree
with them but didn't agree with them if she
had to blame or complain about somebody or
something. She just stayed calm and listened
and somehow they were able to have peace of
mind even though the problems were not
solved. My grandmother stays positive all the
time even though we think she is in hardship
such as taking care of her son with severe
down syndrome who cannot speak and go to
the bathroom by himself till this day. I don't

hear positive statements or advise from her,
but not being negative is very positive for me
and I know it helps her life for the better. My
auntie said that she said, "I am the happiest
person." while she was walking back home
with heavy grocery bags in rain in her old age
because she didn't focus on negative things.
I believe positive thinking and attitude always
help me. It makes me tougher physically and
mentally. We probably need to have some difficulties to understand being positive. I can be
very positive when I feel I am allowed to live in
the midst of divine blessings and Kami-sama is
always here by me to support me. I feel happier than before because of the Konko Faith.

She is always calm, so negative emotion doesn't affect her behavior.

Short Teachings from
Various Material
-Even one person understands how much
he or she can appreciate Kami and has
faith, Kami will be
happy for the person.
-Listen to the story
about Kami and understand it, you
should follow it and
share to others.

SEPTEMBER SCHEDULE
Note: All church services will be held on Sunday, unless specified.
4th

9:00a.m

Sunday Service & One for the Goyo

9:00a.m.

Monthly Service for the Founder
and Successive Spiritual Leaders
& Shintokai Meeting, Birthday Sunday

18th

10:00a.m.

Monthly Service
and Autumn Memorial Service for our Ancestors

25th

9:00a.m.

Sunday Service― Family Sunday

11

th

OCTOBER SCHEDULE
10/13 Grand Service at Wahiawa, 10/16 Grand Service at Waipahu
2

nd

7:30a.m.

Church Clean up for the Autumn Grand Service

8

th

10:00a.m.

Mochi Making (Sat.)

9

th

11:00a.m.

Autumn Grand Service
for our Founder Ikigami Konko Daijin

16th

9:00a.m.

Sunday Service―Family Sunday

rd

9:00a.m.

Monthly Service for Parent Kami,
Successive Spiritual Leaders and our Ancestors

30th

9:00a.m.

Sunday Service

23

2

31

st

Current Konko-Sama’s 77th Birthday (Mon.)

Autumn Memorial Service
Date:

Sunday, September 18, 2011

Time:

10:00 a.m.
Refreshments will follow the service.

Many mitama spirits related to Konkokyo are deified such as
Revs. Masayuki and Kikue Kodama in the Mitama altar of the
Konko Mission of Honolulu. They are the foundation of not only
this church but also the Konkokyo community in Hawaii and
each family. Thus we revere all of them and pray for their eternal happiness and work as Mitama spirits. Prosperity from generation to generation would be fulfilled and faith would be
passed down to the next generation for Kami-sama, Mitama
spirits, future generations and our happiness.

Autumn Grand Service
Date:

Sunday, October 9, 2011

Time:

11:00 a.m.

Who:

Open to the public.
Naorai lunch will follow the service.

The Autumn Grand Service is to praise the virtue of Ikigami
Konko Daijin and conceive the work of the eternal Divine Mediation revealed by Ikigami Konko Daijin. Let us pray that we can
manifest Ikigami Konko Daijin's Toritsugi Mediation and follow
his wish to make our Parent Kami happy. This service also includes the meaning of the annual memorial service for Ikigami
Konko Daijin who passed away on October 10, 1883.
Church Cleanup for the Grand Service:
October 2, 2011
Please join us anytime from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Mochi Making for the Grand Service:
October 8, 2011
Please come to the church at 10:00 a.m. prayer session. We will
start mocha making after that.

Short Teachings from
Various Material
-Too much intelligence
could cause losing
blessings.
-Kami's virtue is the
trust from Kami and
huamn virtue is the
trust from people
around you.
-We can help and save
others wholeheartedly
with a sincere heart
then we would amass
divine virtue.
-When we don't have
any virtue, we don't
feel bad with negative
behavior.
-Solicit to Kami-sama
for a person with heart
you had pain.
-There are many hardships; however, it is
happening in blessings
so it is guaranteed you
are saved.
-Intelligent people can
understand things
quickly but it could be
only surface. Need to
understand the truth
and deep inside.
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Short Teachings from
Various Material
-We need to have
heart to realize blessings as blessings from
Kami-sama
-We cannot do anything by ourselves. Always Kami-sama allows
and help us to do so.
-Have blessings of well
being physically, spiritually and mentally.
-Our heart will be different to accept problems if we have faith.
Everything does not
always go well.
-Let's become close to
Kami-sama so that our
bond and faith will be
strong.
-Konko Faith is not forgetting the love and
blessings of the Great
Universe.
-We all have the potential ability for faith and
becoming a kami.
-Realize who you are
and find your true self
while practicing faith.
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TEACHING FROM KONKOKYO KYOTEN
It is said that a camphor tree (kusunoki) becomes as hard as a
rock. But if it gets too hard, it can't be used as a post for an alcove. Therefore, if a person becomes too inflexible, people will
call him bullheaded (kusunahito).
[Konkokyo Kyoten Gorikai I Teachings of Konko Daijin, Kondo, Fujimori # 44
page 76, Konkokyo Honbu 1987]

I THINK...
There is a big kusunoki in the Suga shrine near our parent
church, Konko Church of Amagi in Japan. The tree is over 680
years old and is called the sacred tree. I remember of one kusunoki in my elementary school, too. It was also big and wide so
I felt something special from the tree. Kusunoki could be something special but it could be too hard as a tree. If it is too hard, it
is not useful as a tree. Rock is useful as a rock, but tree cannot
be useful as a rock although very hard like rock. We don't need
to be special to be useful person. We could be very useful people as human beings to stay flexible to move forward. This
teaching is saying if we are too inflexible, it could be difficult for
Kami-sama to use us as human being. The Konko faith is flexible
and limber like bamboo. Bamboo is light but not easy to break
and useful such as using for
flooring. I think we as human being are flexible; however, because of our ego we can be hard
like a rock. Therefore we would
be difficult people for people
around us as well as Kami-sama.
We practice Konko faith to be
limber, flexible, and strong so
that Kami-sama can use us. We
can be beloved child whom Kami
-sama can use easily to create a
better home, community and
world.

TEACHING OF REV. MASAYUKI KODAMA
Kami-sama has bestowed upon us, human beings, with an inborn character of sincerity and of wanting to help others. This
inborn character of being sincere and wanting to help others, in
itself is a feeling of thankfulness.
Ordinarily the inborn character of sincerity and of wanting to
help others, is buried deep within our hearts and is not moving
at the surface of our mind, so that it appears that human beings
think only of their own selves and do not have any feeling of sincerity or of wanting to help others.
With the blessings of Toritsugi Mediation these feelings are
brought out to the surface and starts working. Then even if one
is ill, or has problems, he is so grateful that he can not help but

Reverend
Masayuki Kodama
(1903-1973)
Founding minister of Konko Mission of Honolulu.

With the blessings of Toritsugi Mediation these feelings are brought out to the surface and
starts working.
offer thanks.
This feeling of thankfulness is within the character of sincerity
and wanting to help others and is not related to or affected by
whether one has received blessings or not.
Whether we can understand the existence of Kami-sama is dependent upon this sincerity and desire to help others and not on
knowledge of education.
When the feeling of gratitude becomes visible as a living and
moving thing, it becomes attendance at church, prayer, and
goyo.
By our becoming one who has this "Arigatai Kokoro," then we
join with Kami-sama and then we can live a life of mutual prosperity, heath, wealth and happiness.
September 1, 1959
Translated by Mr. Norman Kobayashi

Born in Fukuoka, Japan in 1903.
Ordained Konkokyo minister in
1926, and moved to Honolulu for
missionary work in 1928. Established Konko Mission of Honolulu
in 1929. Interned for 2 years
and sent back to Japan. Served
at the Headquarters of Konkokyo while staying in Japan. Returned to Honolulu in 1950 and
devoted himself to missionary
work until passing away in 1973.
He fostered disciples such as
Rev.
Haruko
Takahashi
(Established Konko Mission of
Wahiawa), Rev. Santaro Sonoda
(Established Konko Mission of
Waipahu), Rev. Kiku Horibe
(Established Lihue Propagation
Hall), and Rev. Takiyo Nakai
(Established Konko Mission of
Wailuku).
[In Memory of The Late Reverend Masayuki Kodama Konko
Mission of Honolulu 1988]
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KONKO MISSION OF HONOLULU
Daily Prayers:
Weekdays
5:30 a.m.

2011 Family Sunday Activities
Sep. 25
Lecture "Meguri"
by Rev. Yomisu Oya

7:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Sunday

Nov. 6
TBA

5:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
(Subject to Change)
7:30 p.m.

Dec. 18
Year End Potluck Party

Konko Missions in Hawaii Church Directory
KONKO MISSION OF HONOLULU
1728 Liliha Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817
Phone: 808-533-7173
Fax: 808-521-7423
Konko-Honolulu@hawaii.rr.com

Konkokyo Hawaii Center

Konko Mission of Wahiawa

Administrative Office

207 Muliwai Avenue

1744 Liliha Street Suite 304

Wahiawa, Hawaii 96786

Honolulu, Hawaii 96817

(808) 621-6667

(808) 536-9078

E-mail: konko-wahiawa@hotmail.com

E-mail: kmhcenter@hawaiiantel.net
Konko Mission of Hilo

KONKOKYO

Konko Mission of Hanapepe
c/o Rev. Setsuko Okuno

58 Huapala Lane

1544 Molehu Drive

Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Honolulu, Hawaii 96818

(808) 935-3239

(808) 423-7707

Konko Mission of Waipahu

Konko Mission of Wailuku

94-106 Mokukaua Street

2267 Mokuhau Road

Waipahu, Hawaii 96797

Wailuku, Hawaii 96793

(808) 677-3716

(808) 244-4738 7 (808) 242-7603

E-mail: konko.waipahu@gmail.com

E-mail: yasutake-maui@hotmail.com

